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Alcohol  - 14.5%

TA -  5.6 g/L

pH - 3.63

Cases produced - 577 

Release date - October 2011 

Drink -  now - 2025

2009 RR Pinot Noir
Ridgecrest Vineyards
Ribbon Ridge AVA
Vintage Notes
The 2009 vintage may be one of the best, with nice 
balance in all ways for both reds and whites—very 
good quality and yields as well as good ripeness and 
acids. The closest vintage in memory might be 2002. 
It was the type of vintage to satisfy winemakers AND 
accountants, with yields in the 2.5–3 tons/acre 
average this year, compared to 2–2.5 in normal years, 
and with high quality demanding only patience 
awaiting flavor development. Fruitfulness caused 
some problems early on, with large berries and full 
clusters pushing off berries in the cluster, allowing 
early-harvested blocks to develop botrytis and require 
sorting. Later blocks were pristine and, assuming 
patience (and if nothing else, we’re patient!) to await 
flavor development rather than picking on simple 
analytical numbers like TA and brix, will be as good as 
any wines we’ve made, especially for Pinot Noir.

94 pts Wine & Spirits        
92 pts Wine Enthusiast      
92 pts IWC/Vinous
91 pts Wine Spectator

Tasting Notes
A special, 25th anniversary bottling, this is a 
knockout. Dark, smoky and tannic, this has 
a deep, black fruit flavor, threaded with rich 
streaks of licorice, coffee and chocolate. 
Further detail comes in the form of peppery 
herb. This is thick, muscular and integrated. 
Editors’ Choice - WE



rrwines.com

- Harry Peterson-Nedry

As a wine ages, it gains a fourth Dimension. 
Restaurants rarely have cellars to supply an authentic 
Reserve List. Retail bottle shops often have wines no 
older than last week’s delivery. Gone are the days 
when dust and cobwebs were wiped away to find a 
“special” wine for you in either place. Sadly, gone 
also is the ability to see a different spectrum of 
flavors, aromas, textures, and nuances found only in 
aged wines. But this doesn't have to be the case. RR 
wines were built to age gracefully. Delicious now, 
these bottles will only improve with time, as 
evidenced by the stunning array of library wines 
we've been aging just for you.

Aging wine
building a fourth dimension
In the appreciation of wine, we always want more. 
We want to know details, experience the lifestyle, 
and be ahead of others in discovering future 
epiphanies. Many people understand the beauty, 
versatility and magic of Pinot Noir freshly released 
from their favorite winery and currently on wine 
shelves. But few people understand what an older 
wine should taste like and the oohs and aahs of 
ultimate pleasure that result from the experience of 
drinking a bottle held by someone for years.

"One of the dimensions of fine 
wine that is often overlooked is 
bottle development."

Age-worthy wines f rom the f i rs t v ines planted on R ibbon R idge.  




